Abstract For the remote control of a neutral beam injection (NBI) system, a software NBIcsw is developed to work on the control server. It can meet the requirements of data transmission and operation-control between the NBI measurement and control layer (MCL) and the remote monitoring layer (RML). The NBIcsw runs on a Linux system, developed with client/server (C/S) mode and multithreading technology. It is shown through application that the software is with good efficiency.
Introduction
The NBI system for EAST is currently under development at the Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (ASIPP). NBI is a principal method for fusion plasma heating to achieve ignition temperature. However the whole scheme of developing a NBI system and heating plasma is complicated [1∼4] . NBI works in a strong electromagnetic environment and there are various data acquisition (DAQ) subsystems and device control sub-systems in the MCL (measurement and control layer), and thus a remote control by using control server is necessary to protect the scientists involved in the experiments.
NBIcsw, the application software of the control server, is developed to work on the master control layer of the server (MCLS) to set the experimental parameters and monitor the operational status of the system. In this paper design, developemnt and application of NBIcsw are presented.
Design of NBIcsw
The NBI control system (NBICS) mainly consists of a computer data processing system (CDPS), a measurement and control system (MCS) and an alarming and interlock protecting system (AIPS). There are four different control levels in the NBICS network, namely MCLS, video monitoring layer (VML), MCL and RML. Among these, VML is composed of multiple network cameras installed in the experimental field. Fig. 1 shows the computer network architecture of NBICS.
NBIcsw runs on the control server, with several features as follows. a. Data exchange function. The control server is connected to a data server, NBI MCL and RML, by optical fiber to complete transmission of experimental data and instructions.
b. Operating mode control functions. NBIcsw can control the NBI beam operational modes, including debugging mode for the power supply, ion source arcing mode and beam measurement mode, etc. The software must provide a relevant control logic to operate the hardware while receiving instructions from remote terminals.
Implementation

Implementation of RTsw
RTsw is a graphical interface program developed in VC++ with Visual Studio 2008 under the Windows XP system. It is used to set the experimental parameters passed to NBIcsw by firing a confirmation button. Then according to the established instruction set, NBIcsw will pass these parameters to the corresponding program in MCL.
RTsw can also display the operating status of MCL devices, such as if the power supply in working state or not.
Implementation of VBApp
The power supply system for NBI ion source is controlled by a SIEMENS 317-2DP PLC (programmable logic controller). Winsw is a program of PLC UC (upper computer) coded with WinCC (Windows control conter). It is used to communicate with the PLC device to control the power supply system. It has a friendly graphical-user interface to monitor the power supply system [5] . In order to control the power supply system remotely, the VBApp program, which is designed with the OPC standard, is developed for data access with the Winsw program. A network communication diagram of Winsw, VBApp, NBIcsw and RTsw is shown in Fig. 2 . 
OPC introduction
OPC (OLE for process control) is launched by Microsoft as well as many world's leading automation software and hardware companies. The standard of OPC is based on the C/S mode. There are two types of specification for data access interface, automation interface and custom interface. Both provide data access for different programming language environments.
The OPC Foundation provides a dynamic link library (DLL) called "Automatic wrapper", which is used to switch between the two interfaces [6∼8] . A diagram of the OPC standard interfaces is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig.3 Diagram of the OPC standard interface
As a client program, VBApp is designed by the Automation Interface standard to exchange data with Winsw, which is integrated with the OPC server.
Development of a program with Automation Interface in VB to connect with Winsw generally includes the following steps, add Siemens OPC DAAutomation 2.0 in VB6.0, create and connect to the server object: Const ServerName = "OPCServer.WinCC", add groups and items, read and write data, release all of the interfaces and delete the items, groups and server objects in turn, and disconnect from the server [9, 10] .
Implementation of NBIcsw
Hardware configuration
A DELL-PowerEdge R510 rack server was employed for the control server in NBICS. The configuration was of 8 GB in memory, 12 TB in hard disk capacity, two 4-core Intel Xeon E5506 (2.13 GHz) processors, two 1 Gbps fiber-optic NICs (network interface card) and two common 1 Gbps NICs. To improve the efficiency and stability of the server, the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4.8 operating system is used.
Implementation of NBIcsw
NBIcsw transmits data via a Socket interface. The software is based on C/S mode, which is programmed in the C language. In order to respond to service requests rapidly, multithreading technology is required.
Socket is a network programming interface based on the TCP/IP protocol. According to different protocols of the transport layer, it can be divided into SOCK − STREAM and SOCK − DGRAM, which correspond to the TCP and UDP protocols. UDP provides a connectionless service and does not provide guaranteed packet error-free; TCP provides a connection-oriented, reliable data transmission service, but it will consume more system resources [11] . To ensure reliability, all web applications in NBICS utilize the TCP protocol.
NBIcsw serves the NBICS by adopting multithreading technology. It is different to code multithreading 12∼14] . Some of the key code to create a thread is as follows.
void *NBICtrlSrvThread(void *arg) { try { if(!sListen.Accept(sAccept,saClient)) //waitting for connection requests { perror("Accept!"); pthread − exit(0); } iretI=-1; do {//creating a new thread while the connection request comes iretI=pthread − create(&thServer, &attr,NBISrvThread,NULL); } while(iretI!=0); } } A flow chart of NBIcsw is shown in Fig. 4 . While NBIcsw starts running, in the main thread, a sub-thread, calling the object of CBlockingSocket and waiting for a connection, is created. When receiving the connection request, the thread first creates a new thread whose function is the same as its parent and the new thread will be in a state of waiting for the connection request from then. After that, the original program continues downward, handling requests from clients. Thus the entire program will turn into a infinite loop, i.e., as soon as a new connection is established, it will then ensure a dedicated thread to process.
Owing to the processing data from VBApp and RTsw, the unified data structure must be harmonized. In a view of the diversity of operating modes of NBI beam line and hardware devices and other issues, the NBITcpHeader structure was defined, as shown in Fig. 5 . NBITcpHeader can be used to distinguish the identification number of similar equipment, service type and operating mode. The structure as a header file is added to the top of transmission data segments of all network nodes.
Application and discussion
Taking VBApp, NBIcsw, RTsw and Winsw communication for example, the function of every sub-program is tested.
A unabridged execution of parameters setting in the RTsw and Winsw is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Experimental results show that NBIcsw, as a control service provider between MCL and RML in NBICS, can perform well under the control of various models, with the characteristics of fast command response, security and stability. At the same time, the specified functions of data exchange and operating mode control are reachable. Now the NBI system for EAST is under construction, so NBIcsw cannot test all of the expected requirements. Remote setting of both experimental parameters and device status for the power supply system of ion source were tested. Other features need to be further validated and improved.
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